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Abstract: As associate aborning analysis space by that swarm intelligence is applied to multi-robot systems; swarm AI (a 

terribly particular and peculiar sub-area of collective robotics) studies how to coordinate giant teams of comparatively 

straightforward robots through the utilization of native rules. It focuses on learning the design of enormous quantity of 

comparatively straightforward robots, their physical bodies and their dominant behaviors. Since its introduction in 2000, many 

prospering experimentations had been complete, and until currently additional comes square measure beneath investigations. 

This paper seeks to present an outline of this domain research; for the aim to determine the readers, especially people who square 

measure freshly returning to the current analysis field. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Inspired from the complicated behaviors determined in natural swarm systems (e.g., social insects and order living animals), 

swarm intelligence (SI) could be a new field that aims to create totally distributed de-centralized systems within which overall 

system functionality emerges from the interaction of individual agents with one another and with their surroundings. As a result 

to undertake applying the insight gained from this domain research into multi-robotics, associate rising analysis space referred 

to as swarm AI (SR) has been issued. SR is that the study of the way to coordinate giant teams of comparatively simple robots 

through the employment of native rules. It focuses on studying the look of enormous quantity of comparatively straightforward 

robots, their physical bodies and their dominant behaviors [1]. SR is closely associated with the thought of SI and it shares its 

interest in self-organized decentralized  systems. Hence, it offers many benefits for robotic applications like scalability, and 

strength thanks to redundancy [2]. This paper seeks to offer an outline of SR for the aim to orientate the readers, particularly 

people who area unit new coming back to this analysis field, the paper highlights the grand lines of the different main focuses 

areas during this domain analysis. In the forthcoming sections, we have a tendency to introduce in section a pair of the SI as an 

emerging analysis domain galvanized from nature swarms, followed by overviewing Multi-robot systems (MRS) in section 3. 

In section four we have a tendency to introduce SR as associate application of SI technics to MRS. The remaining sections 

(section five to section 8) area unit for a lot of details concerning SR, these sections involve: definition of SR and its options, 

its potential applications in real world, the classification of the issues being centered on, and eventually exploring some real 

winning comes and simulations being complete in real experimentation. 

2. SWARM INTELLIGENCE 

Who among us haven’t been stunned by the on an individual basis simple however together advanced behavior exhibited by 

natural grouping systems together with social insects such as: ant’ colonies, termites, bees, wasps …etc., and high order living 

animals such as: flocks of birds, fish schooling, and packs of wolves …etc.? impressed by the strength, quantifiability, and 

distributed organisation principles discovered in these amazing natural collective advanced behaviors emerged from individual 

easy native interactions rules, a trial to use the insight gained through this analysis to artificial systems (e.g., massively 
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distributed laptop systems and robotics) has given rise to a replacement analysis topic known as (SI) [3]. This increasing domain 

analysis that's foremost introduced within the context of cellular robotic systems by Beni and Wang [4] is considered as a sub-

field of AI primarily based around on the study of collective behaviors in de-centralized, selforganized systems [5]. though 

there's no a selected definition for swarm intelligence, we have a tendency to adopt heir the one denoted by Dorigo & Birattari 

[6]: ‘The discipline that deals with natural and artificial systems composed of many individuals that coordinate using 

decentralized control and self-organization. In particular, the discipline focuses on the collective behaviors that result from the 

local interactions of the individuals with each other and with their environment’. So, a swarm intelligence system consists 

generally of a population of comparatively straightforward agents (relatively consistent or there ar many varieties of them [6]) 

interacting solely domestically with themselves and with their atmosphere, while not having a global information concerning 

their own state and of the state of the world. Moreover, the general ascertained behavior is emerged in response to the native 

atmosphere and to native interactions between the agents that follow typically terribly straightforward rules [7]. Natural swarm 

primarily based theories are applied to unravel analogous engineering issues in many domains engineering from combinatorial 

optimisation to growing communication network further as AI applications, etc. (for a recent comprehensive review, readers 

will confer with [8]). The most well-known swarm primarily based algorithms are: hymenopter Colony optimisation Algorithms 

(ACO), Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithms (PSO), Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm (AFSA) and Bee primarily based 

algorithmic rules. The ACO algorithm is impressed from the hunt behavior of hymenopter colonies to find shortest methods 

from their nests to food sources. The supply of inspiration of PSO primarily based algorithms comes particularly from the 

behavior discovered in bird flocking or fish schooling after they area unit moving along for long distances to go looking for 

food sources, whereas The AFSO algorithm is impressed from the collective movement discovered in the completely different 

behaviors exhibited by fishes like searching for food, following alternative fishes, protective the group against dangers and 

random search [9]. Bee based algorithms will be classified into 3 completely different main groups: (1) the honeybee' hunt 

behavior primarily based algorithms, (2) the ones supported sex activity behavior in Apis mellifera, and (3) the queen bee 

evolution method primarily based algorithms (more details will be find in [10]. 

3. MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEMS (MRS) 

Multi-robot systems (MRS) ar born to beat the dearth in information processing capability and plenty of different aspects of 

single robots that don't seem to be capable to dial with special tasks; which, so as to be expeditiously completed, would like 

cooperation and collaboration between teams of robots [11]. Since its introduction within the late Eighties, numerous works 

(such as: cellular robotics, collective AI, and distributed robotics) have been issued to explain cluster of straightforward physical 

robots collaborating along to perform specific tasks. MRS have also win a good success and created a good progress in many 

areas like cooperative transportation and aggregation, environmental watching, search-and-rescue missions, foraging, and house 

exploration [12]. In such task; even the simplicity in style and therefore the low-priced in productivity, similarly because the 

increase in capabilities, flexibility, and fault tolerance benefits gained once victimization multi-robots instead of one one; but 

with the new arising challenges like decentralization up to speed and selforganization, researchers in multi robotic field begun 

to form attention to the rise progress identified in swarm intelligence systems birthing to the new sub-domain analysis “swarm 

robotics”. 

4. SWARM ROBOTICS (SR) 

Swarm artificial intelligence could be a terribly specific and peculiar sub-area of collective artificial intelligence during which 

swarm intelligence techniques square measure applied. The 2000-year has witnesses the primary project “swarmbot” [13] that 

has been marked because the real amount of the development of swarm artificial intelligence. Marco Dorigo, the creator of ACO 

algorithm; shared this project for the aim to check new approaches to the planning and implementation of selforganizing and 

self-assembling artifacts. Marco Dorigo and Erol Sahin [13],[14] ones of the founders of swarm artificial intelligence gave a 

definition to the present analysis domain as follow: ‘Swarm artificial intelligence is loosely outlined because the study of how 

jointly intelligent behavior will emerge from native interactions of an outsized variety of comparatively straightforward 

physically embodied agents’. the most plan of the approach behind this domain analysis is to create comparatively several little 

and lowcost robots that square measure imagined to accomplish identical task as a single advanced automaton or alittle cluster 

of advanced robots [15]. The approach conjointly takes into consideration learning the planning of robots (both their frame and 

their dominant behaviors) during a method that a desired collective behavior emerges from the inter-robot interactions and 

therefore the interactions of the robots with the setting [16]. Further; because the key properties (pointed move into [2]) of a 

typical SI system is applied to ether MRS and SRs; a group of criteria has been highlighted by Dorigo and Shahine [17] to 

overcome the confusions raised regarding the utilization of the term “swarm” and therefore the overlapping meanings applied 

to multi-robot research. Dorigo and Shahin’ set criteria; that don't seem to be meant to be used as a list, rather they assist 
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evaluating the degree to that SR may well be applied and the way it'd be different from different MRSs; square measure 

represented as follow [12]: 

Autonomy: the swarm-robotic system is created from autonomous robots that ar ready to physically act with the surroundings 

and have an effect on it.  

massive number: The swarm-robotic system ought to be consisted of restricted solid teams of robots in which every cluster 

contains of huge variety of members. Hence, extremely heterogeneous golem teams tend to fall outside swarm robotics. 

restricted capabilities: the SR system consists of robots comparatively incapable or inefficient to hold out tasks on their own 

however they're extremely economical once they work. 

quantifiability and robustness: A swarm-robotic system should be climbable and strong. Increasing the amount of unites can 

improve the performance of the system and on the opposite hand, reducing some units will not yield to a breakdown of the 

system. 

Distributed coordination: in SR, the coordination between golems is distributed; every robot ought to solely have native and 

restricted sensing and communication abilities. Based on these criteria; SRS area unit a lot of beneficent than MRS which might 

be used whenever many robotic platforms area unit applied to attain a mission. the most edges once mistreatment. 

SR reside on [15]: (1) the strength feature: explained by the coherency of the full system once losing some robots; this can gain 

U.S. cash investment in many little swarm robots, instead of finance constant quantity of cash or greater in a very single 

advanced mechanism that may ends up in the failure of the everywhere project if one failure is persisted.  

The flexibility feature: enlightened by rather needing a hardware reconfiguration of advanced robots to accomplish a task, the 

same task is achieved by coordinated swarm robots that area unit not basically customized to a given task.  

The scalability feature delineate by the very fact that relying solely on local information; a swarm robotic formula is applied 

unchanged to a bunch of any (reasonable) size. The table below as it’s subtracted from [18] summarizes these critters of 

differentiation: 

 

SI techniques as ACO and PSO will be used as a bearing algorithm for distributed golem swarms, however a decent 

problemsolving system doesn't need to be biologically relevant. However, the outstanding success of social insects in extant and 

colonizing our planet will function a place to begin for brand new metaphors in engineering and technology [16]. 

5. POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF SWARM ROBOTICS 

Since the nascent of swarm artificial intelligence analysis field, several works are issued to elucidate however we will enjoy the 

properties of swarm artificial intelligence systems that build them appealing in many potential application domains. Swarm 

robotics are concerned in several tasks [1] like the ones stringent miniaturisation, like distributed sensing tasks in micro-

machinery or the human body; those stringent cheap styles, like mining task or agricultural forage task; those requiring massive 

area and time price, and are dangerous to the creature or the robots themselves, such as post-disaster relief, target looking, 

military applications, etc. Refers to Ying TAN and Zhong-yang ZHENG [1],[18], swarm artificial intelligence is usually used 

in: 

5.1 Tasks covering large area 

Swarm artificial intelligence will be applied in tasks that need an oversized region of area. Heir; the robots ar specialised for 

giant coverage tasks (e.g. police investigation, demining, and search and rescue) and that they ar distributed in Associate in 

Nursing unstructured or massive environment (e.g. underwater or extraterrestrial planetary exploration) within which no offered 

infrastructure will be used to control the robots. In such tasks, mechanism swarms ar wellmatched as a result of they're in a 
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position to: act autonomously while not the need of any infrastructure or any variety of external coordination, observe and 

monitor the dynamic modification of the entire space, find the supply, move towards the realm and take quick actions. 

furthermore the robots, in such imperative scenario, can combination into a patch so as to dam the supply as a temporary answer. 

5.2 Tasks dangerous to robot 

In many dangerous tasks like mine rescue and recovery, robots is also irrecoverable once the task is accomplished; thus, it’s 

economically acceptable to use swarm AI with simple and low cost people instead of mistreatment advanced and expensive 

robots. what is more it’s moderately tolerable to use swarm robots that offer redundancy for addressing such dangerous tasks. 

5.3 Tasks require scaling population and redundancy 

Swarm AI are often conjointly applied in things within which it's difficult or maybe not possible to estimate before the resources 

required to accomplish tasks like search and rescue, tracking, and cleanup. Associate in Nursing example for this example is: 

clearing oil outpouring once tank accidents; heir at the beginning of the task the population of swarm is very maintained once 

the oil leaks quick and it’s step by step reduced when the leak supply is blocked and therefore the leaky space is sort of cleared. 

the answer required in these cases ought to be scalable and flexible; so a golem swarm may be Associate in Nursing appealing 

solution: robots are often adscititious or removed in time with none significant impact on the performance to supply the 

appropriate quantity of resources and meet the wants of the specific task. this will be revered by the strength feature of swarm 

AI that's the most edges from redundancy of the swarm. 

6. SWARM ROBOTICS PROBLEMS FOCUS 

In the last decade, swarm artificial intelligence researches has famous a significant progress thanks to the benefits gained once 

victimization such technology to resolve several issues that ar on the far side the capabilities of classical multi-robots systems. 

the issues involves in swarm artificial intelligence analysis will be classified into [1]: those primarily supported the patterns 

(e.g. aggregation, cartography, migration, self-organizing grids, preparation of distributed agents and space coverage); those 

targeted on the entities within the atmosphere (e.g. checking out the targets, detecting the odor sources, locating the ore veins 

in wild field, foraging, rescuing the victims in disaster areas and); and people mostly hybrid of the 2 previous issues (e.g. 

cooperative transportation, demining, exploring a planet and navigating in large area). [19] Illustrates another classification of 

the issues concerned in swarm artificial intelligence supported the collective behavior issues focus. In (Table 2) we tend to 

summaries his study basing on giving: a short definition of the matter to be solved , its supply of inspiration, the approaches 

wont to model the matter, examples of this researches that belongs to the matter, and finally the classification of the matter. 

7. INVOLVED PROJECTS AND SIMULATIONS  

7.1 Swarm robotics involved projects  

From the aborning of swarm artificial intelligence as a completely unique analysis domain, many triple-crown comes are created 

so as to face the challenges raised during this space of analysis. The most but not list famous comes area unit conferred in (Table 

3). The list is not thoroughgoing for all the offered comes however it shows the most used swarm robots platforms. 

7.2 Swarm robotics simulation platforms: 

Using many physical robots in swarm AI researches is hardly troublesome to afford; therefore laptop simulations ar developed 

to visually take a look at the structures and algorithms on computer before participating in real physical robots tests. The use of 

laptop simulations; that ar typically easier to setup more cost-effective, ordinarily quicker and a lot of convenient to use than 

physical swarms; is usually terribly helpful to perform previous to the investigation of real robots. within the section below we 

have a tendency to highlight the well-known wide used simulation platforms in swarm AI researches. 

7.2.1 Player/stage 

Player/stage1 is a combined package of free computer code tools for robot and device applications developed by the international 

team of AI researchers beneath the antelope license. Player element is one among the foremost wide used mechanism control 

interface within the world that has a network interface to a range of mechanism and device hardware. The management of robots 

are often programmed throw multi-programming language that may be run in any pc with a network connection to the 

mechanism. Stage element could be a multiple mechanism simulator interfaced to Player, it simulates a population of mobile 

robots acquiring and sensing a two-dimensional 2nd bitmapped setting. 
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7.2.2 Gazebo 

Gazebo2 is a machine that extends Stage for 3D out of doors environments. It includes Associate in Nursing correct simulation 

of rigid-body physics; thus the each realistic device feedback and potential interactions between objects is then generated. 

Gazebo presents a customary Player interface additionally to its own native interface. during this manner, the controllers written 

for Stage can be utilized in building and vice-versa. 

7.2.3 UberSim 

The UberSim3 is a machine developed at Carnegie altruist for a speedy validation before loading the program to real golem 

soccer eventualities. UberSim uses lyric physics engine for realistic motions and interactions. though originally designed for 

football game robots, the custom robots and sensors will be written in C within the machine and therefore the program may be 

uploaded to the robots victimisation TCP/IP. 

7.2.4 USARSim 

USARSim4, shorted for Unified System for Automation and Robot Simulation, could be a hi-fi multi-robot machine originally 

developed for search and rescue (SAR) analysis activities of the Robocup contest. it's currently become one in every of the most 

complete general purpose tools for artificial intelligence analysis and education. it's engineered upon a wide used industrial 

game engine, Unreal Engine two.0. The machine takes full advantage of high accuracy physics, noise simulation and various 

geometrics and models from the engine. Evaluations have shown that USARSim will simulate the $64000 time robots well 

enough for researchers because of the hi-fi physics engine. 

7.2.5 Enki 

Enki5 is Associate in Nursing open supply quick 2nd physics based mostly golem machine written in C++. it's ready to simulate 

the golem swarms hundred times quicker on the personal computer than time period robots. it's additionally ready to simulate 

the mechanics, collision, sensors and cameras of robots acting on a flat surface. Enki is built to support many existing real golem 

systems, including swarm-bots and E-puck, whereas user will customize their own robots into the platform. 

7.2.6 Webots 

Webots6 is a development setting wont to model, program and simulate the mobile robots accessible for additional than ten 

years. With Webots, the user will style the complicated robotic setups, with one or many, similar or totally different robots with 

an oversized alternative of pre-defined sensors and actuators. The objects within the setting may be custom-built by the user. 

Webots additionally provides a foreign controller for testing the important robots. Until now, Webots mechanism machine has 

been utilized in more than 1018 universities and analysis centers within the worldwide. 

7.2.7 Breve 

Breve7 is a free, ASCII text file package package, that makes it simple to create 3D simulations of multi-agent systems and 

artificial life. Behaviors and interactions of agents area unit outlined using Python. diacritic uses lyric physics engine and 

OpenGL library that enables the observers to look at the simulation within the 3D world from any position and direction. Users 

will move at run time with the simulation employing a internet interface. Multiple simulations will move and exchange people 

over the network. 

7.2.8 V-REP 

V- REP8 is AN open supply 3D automaton machine that enables creating entire robotic systems, simulating and interacting with 

dedicated hardware. V-REP is predicated on distributed control architecture: every object/model is on an individual basis 

controlled via AN embedded script, a plugin, a foreign API client, or a custom answer. In V-REP, Controllers is written in 

C/C++, Python, Java, Lua, Matlab, Octave or Urbi and can be directly connected to the objects within the scene and run 

simultaneously in each rib and non-threaded fashions. This makes it terribly versatile and ideal for multi-robot application. V-

REP is employed for quick formula development, factory automation simulations, quick prototyping and verification, AI 

connected education, remote observance, safety double-checking, etc. 

7.2.9 ARGoS 

ARGoS9 was the official machine of the Swarmanoid project; it's presently the most automaton simulation tool for several 

European comes. ARGoS could be a new pluggable, multi-physics engine for simulating the large heterogeneous swarm robotics 

in real time. Contrary to different simulators, each entity in ARGoS is represented as a plug-in one and straightforward to 
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implement and use. during this method, the multiple physics engines is used in one experiment, and therefore the robots will 

migrate from one to another in an exceedingly clear method. Results have shown that ARGoS can simulate regarding ten 000 

wheeled robots with full dynamics in time period. ARGoS is additionally ready to be enforced in parallel in the simulation. 

7.2.10 TeamBots 

TeamBots10 could be a assortment of Java applications and java packages for multi-agent mobile AI analysis. The simulation 

atmosphere is absolutely supported java, but some execution on mobile robots typically needs low-level libraries in C. It supports 

the prototyping, simulation and execution of multi-robot management systems; which could be run either in simulation 

exploitation the TBSim simulation application, or on mobile golems exploitation the TBHard robot execution environment. 

7.2.11 MORSE 

MORSE11 may be a mixer Game Engine based mostly machine designed to supply a practical 3D simulation of tiny to massive 

environments, indoor or outside, with the flexibility to simulate one to tenths of autonomous robots. It comes with a collection 

of robots base model (such as quadrotors, ATRV, Pioneer3DX, generic four wheel vehicle, PR2,...), with the likelihood to 

feature new ones. 

8. SUMMARY 

Swarm artificial intelligence may be a comparatively new analysis space that takes its inspiration from swarm intelligence and 

artificial intelligence. It is the result of applying swarm intelligence technics into multirobotics. though variety of researches are 

proposed, it’s still quite way for utilization. In the present paper, an outline of swarm artificial intelligence has been given for 

higher understanding of this multi-robot domain analysis and for instructive  the grand lines being targeted on this domain. 

Interests that area unit fresh returning to the present topic analysis can be simply radio-controlled throw the various sections 

given in this paper. 
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